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Mechanical Quadrature Near a Singularity

The purpose of this note is to present coefficients to facilitate computa-

tion of integrals of the type   I    x~^fix)dx. If the integrand x~»/(x) has no

singularity at the origin, the coefficients presented are still applicable,

though in this case other well-known procedures for numerical integration

might be more appropriate. In this regard, it should be noted that suitable

modifications of fix) permit one to employ the coefficients in evaluating

xifix)dx. In applied problems, the analytical form of fix) is usually

known though it may be rather complicated in form. The singularity may

be removed by imposing the transformation x = y2 or by fractional inte-

gration after which any one of a number of numerical procedures can be

applied. The former approach is not satisfactory since the upper limit of

integration as a rule becomes irrational and so complicates tabulation of the

resulting integrand. Integration by parts requires the computation of fix).

If fix) is quite complicated, its derivative is usually even more so, and again

an excessive amount of tabulation is required. A third possibility is to ex-

pand fix) into a power series about the origin. However, in many cases

this is not easy owing to the complexity of fix). Furthermore, the series

may be slowly convergent. A more satisfactory procedure is to write the

Lagrangian polynomial which precisely fits fix) at equally spaced points

over the interval  (0, b). Then a numerical integration formula is easily

evolved by calculating the moments   I    x~^xmdx, m = 0, 1, 2, ■ • -.   It  is

x~ifix)dx. Let

/r = firh), r = 0, 1, • ■ ■, n and write

(èM-M)
(1) An   =   2(«A)* (   £  fr7rM   \ A,"1  +  Rn,

where Rn is the remainder term. Following the procedure described above,

the exact coefficients yrM and Dn are given in Table I for « = 1(1)10.

It is clear that the (m + 1) point formula so derived is exact if fix) is a

polynomial of the nth degree. If fix) is not of this form, it is of interest to

examine the remainder. Evaluation of the remainder term in linear methods

of approximation has been discussed by Milne.12 Following his notation,

the remainder is given by

(2)
fnh

Rn = f<»+»is)Gis)ds.
Jo

The analytical  form  of Gis)  is easily deduced  from  the approximating

formula. For the (n + 1) point formula

(3) n\Gis) =   I     ar*(x - s)"dx - 2(mä)» £ (rA - s)"yrM/D„,
J s r_n
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where

irh — s)n = irh - s)n if rh > s

W =0 if rh < s.

The formula for A„ is exact if fix) = (a; — s)n and so

Jmnh n
*-*(* - s)»dx - 2(mA)» £ irh - s)"yTM/Dn.

0 r=0

Suppose 0 < s < h. Subtracting (5) from (3) and using (4), a straight-

forward reduction gives

(6)   n\Gis) = 2(-l)»(«A)lT„<»>5» - ^.g.... .(2w + t) ^ 0 < s < h.

Denote the right hand side of (5) by Gi(s). Let

Hris) = 2inh)\rh - sYyT^/Dn;

(^ Gris)    =  Gr_!(j)   + Hr-!ÍS), f   =   2, 3,   • ■ • , M.
Then

(8) m!G(s) = Gr(s) if (r - 1)A < 5 < rh,    r = 1, 2, • • -, n.

We extend some terminology by Milne and say that Gis) is definite

if it does not change sign in the interval of (0, nh) ; otherwise, it is indefinite.

If Gis) is definite, application of the mean value theorem to (2) gives

XaJt
Gis)ds,

where 0 < 6 < nh. In any event, bounds for the error are given by

(•nh

\Rn\ <M\      \G(s)\ds    or    \Rn\ < MKnh,

(10) M = Max |/(B+1)(*)I.    K = Max |G(î)|.
0< j< nh 0< j< nh

If Gis) is indefinite, it must vanish at least once in the open interval

(0, ma) (observe that G(0) = G(mA) = 0). Suppose £ is the one and only one

such point. Then the remainder may be composed of two parts.

X£ r«h
Gis)ds + /<•+»>(*,) J     Gis)ds

where 0 < 0i < £ < B2 < nh. The extension of this argument for Gis)

vanishing at more than one point in the open interval of integration is

obvious.
Xnh

Gis)ds may be evaluated directly from the approxi-

mating formula without a knowledge of Gis). In the present instance

/•nÄ n

(12)      I     Gis)ds = 2(mA)»â"+1{m"+1/(2m + 3) - £ r^y^/DJ/in + 1)!
J0 r-l

Employing the remainder term for the polynomial approximation to fix),
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an expression equivalent to (12) is

/•nA t*nh

(13)     |     Gis)ds =   I     x*ix - h)ix - 2h) ■ ■ ■ (x - nh)dx/in + 1)!
Jo Jo

Thus, if Gis) is definite, computation of a rigorous error term is considerably

simplified. As to the definiteness of Gis), no general theorem is available.

But employing (8), we can compute G(s) for each formula and ascertain

in a heuristic fashion if it is definite. In this study, Gis) is definite for all

the even point formulas. For the odd point formulas, Gis) vanishes at one

point in the open interval (0, nh). For each integration formula given in
Xnh

Gis)ds is presented in Table II. For the

X{ Çnh
Gis)ds and   I     Gis)ds are also

tabulated; the first mostly to 5D, the latter to 6D.
The coefficients yr(B) were checked by verifying that (1) is exact for

Xnh
Gis)ds were obtained em-

ploying (12) and checked by (13) and integration of (8). The function G(s)

TABLE I

Values of -y,00 and D„

In each column headed by re, the first coefficient is 7o<"\
n

last number is the value of Z>„ = 2 v.<«>.

the second is 7i<*>, etc. The

»= 1
(2-point)

2
1

n = 7
(8-point)

7 66808
16 03182

-5 35080

15 04055
-2 88120

5 53602
3 48488
1 01115

40 54050

» = 2
(3-point)

6
8
1

15

S y,"
r-0

n = 3

(4-point)

34
45
18
8

105

re = 8

(9-point)

59 61306
138 56896

-82 58912

203 11680
-134 03240

142 49344
-32 57376

44 69632
5 30095

344 59425

» = 4
(5-point)

250
416
24

224
31

945

n = 5

(6-point)

972
1685

40
840
460
161

4158

re = 9

(10-point)

548 91535
1328 43888

-923 11164

2220 74370
-1681 73334

1659 86415
-407 45628

342 44694
245 60415
61 17959

3394 89150

re = 6

(7-point)

15498
31032

-7965

26480
-3870

12312
1588

75075

»- 10
(11-point)

24888 70076
65511 43600

-62119 84725

1 55860 46400
-1 74234 77400

1 97949 48768
-1 26966 12600

84722 73600
-20655 00900

18057 96400
1976 69471

1 64991 72690
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TABLE II

Error Coefficients

rh G(s)ds/h*+l(nhyi*
Jo

1 -2/15
2 8/315
3 -1/35
4 16/1485
5 -1018/81081

6 152/25025
7 -35098/49 22775
8 180 95776/45831 03525
9 -26 20473/5658 15250

10 1061 15816/3 79480 97187

m

1.24092

2.69858

4.11461

5.53190

6.9556

f G(s)ds/h"+>i*    f"* G(.s)ds/h"+'i*

0.039468

0.022193

0.015041

0.011218

0.008860

-0.003551

-0.000644

-0.000163

-0.000050

-0.000017

was expanded in a Taylor series about an approximate value of £, and £

was determined by inversion of this series. Taylor's formula was also used

to calculate  I    Gis)ds. The latter calculations were performed in duplicate

and are correct to within one unit of the last decimal place given.

It appears that coefficients of the kind presented here were first de-

rived in a thesis by M. Bates.3 This work gives exact coefficients for
Xnh

xml2fix)dx, m = ± 1, m = 2(1)4. The remainder terms are examined

in some detail. In a thesis by M. E. Youngberg,4 similar formulas were

given for n = 3(1)7. With the exception of the seven- and eight-point

formulas (the eight-point formula is totally in error), exact coefficients are

also tabulated to enable integration over any sub-interval defined by the

points at which fix) is tabulated. No estimates of the error are given.

In a recent paper, E. L. Kaplan6 has derived three- and five-point
rrih

coefficients for the evaluation of xm,2fix)dx, m = ± 1. All coefficients
Jnh

are in decimal form. For three points, coefficients are given for rx = 0(1)18.

In addition, some coefficients are presented so that, using three ordinates,

the integral over the first two or last two ordinates can be found. The five-

point case is similarly treated, but the values permit integration over

three ordinates at most. Two sets of coefficients are tabulated. One is exact

for consecutive powers of x as in our case. The other is exact for fix) an

even function. Finally, error terms are given for selected cases having the

former property. In effect, it is assumed that the mean value theorem is

applicable and the error coefficients are derived by evaluating equations of

the type as of the right hand side of (12). But the author rightly remarks

that the results must be used with caution if r2 — rx > 1. As a further aid

in evaluating the remainder, Kaplan also gives values which account for

the second approximated term in the Taylor series expansion of fix). We

have examined the Gis) function for n = 2, r\ = 4, r2 = 6 and m = — 1

and find that it too vanishes in the open interval of integration. The same

is true for the three-point formula where r-i = 0, r2 — 2 and m = 1.
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On the Numerical Solution of Equations
Involving Differential Operators with

Constant Coefficients

1. The General Linear Differential Operator. Consider the differential

equation of order n

(1) Ly + Fiy, x) = 0,

where the operator L is defined by

j» dky
Ly = ZPkix)¿,

k=o "•■*■

and the functions Pk{x) and Fiy, x) are such that a solution y and its first

m derivatives exist in 0 < x < X. In the special case when (1) is linear the

solution can be completely determined by the well known method of varia-

tion of parameters when n independent solutions of the associated homo-

geneous equations are known. Thus for the case when Fiy, x) is independent

of y, the solution of the non-homogeneous equation can be obtained by mere

quadratures, rather than by laborious stepwise integrations. It does not

seem to have been observed, however, that even when Fiy, x) involves the

dependent variable y, the numerical integrations can be so arranged that

the contributions to the integral from the upper limit at each step of the

integration, at the time when y is still unknown at the upper limit, drop out.

Thus again the computation can be made to involve merely quadratures.

It is not often that the solution of the homogeneous equation can be

simply determined, and it is perhaps for this reason that attention has not

been given heretofore to the possibility of simplifying the numerical evalua-

tion of the solution by making use of the solutions to the homogeneous

equation. However, in the case when the functions P*(x) in L are constants,

the solution of the homogeneous equation is easy to determine. This is

particularly true when the order of the differential equation is fairly low.

In the instance when the operator L is of second order, with constant coeffi-

cients, the method of using the integral equation often has decided advan-

tages over the usual methods employed for solving, differential equations.


